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http://www.astro.lu/se/Newsletters/

Staff news

Korinna Zapp starts as a Researcher in her ERC project collectiveQCD
Helene Ausar starts as a PhD student, supervised by Leif Lönnblad
Robin Törnvist starts as a PhD student, supervised by Korinna Zapp

Regular seminar schedules

Astronomy – http://www.astro.lu/se/Seminars/
THEP – http://particle.theplu.se/Seminars/
CBBP – http://cbbp.theplu.se/~carl/internal/group_meetings.html

Visitors

19-20 Miles Timpe from University of Zürich visits astronomy (host: Anders Johansen)

Important dates and events

1          Department board meeting (13.15-15.00. Charlier)
11-12      ELTs for all meeting. Lundmarksalen
13         SELTIC meeting. Lundmarksalen
13         Introduction meeting for new employees (14.00. Charlier)
25-29      COST/CLASH Workshop/School on Heavy Ion physics. Lundmarksalen.

Absences, trips and other travel

1-28       Dainis Dravins works as a scientific visitor at ESO. Santiago de Chile. gives seminars etc.
7          Sofia Feltzing attends meeting at KVA. Stockholm
7-8        Lennart Lindegren attends a Gaia Science Team meeting at ESTEC. Noordwijk (NL)
8-28       Mandana Shahroodi on vacation
11-20      Gregor Traven attends Asiago days in Italy to give a talk. and University of Ljubljana to give a seminar
14         Sofia Feltzing attends a meeting with the international committee at KVA. Stockholm
15         Ross Church in Stockholm as committee member for the PhD defence of Matteo Messa
18-20      Leif Lönnblad attends Rivet hackathon in Hamburg
19-20      Sofia Feltzing is on retreat with the Lärarförslagsnämnden
21         Sofia Feltzing attends meeting at RFI. VR, Stockholm
25-27      Thomas Ronnet attends the In Situ Exploration of Ice Giants in Marseille
25-01/3    Brian Thorsbro attends APOGEE Telluric Line Workshop in New York
27-28      Anders Johansen attends two-day retreat on leadership
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